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Pakistani Universities: The Colonial Legacy 
 

Tariq Rahman 
 
 
Abstract 
 
The universities were established by the colonial British government in 1858 so as to produce 
educated Indians to serve in the expanding bureaucracy. As government and security were the major 
concerns of the colonial government they made the bureaucracy (ICS) and the military prestigious 
and efficient institutions while higher education remained subordinate, government-controlled and 
poor. Being unattractive, the universities  could not attract the most competent students and 
remained mediocre teaching institutions with almost no research.  This continues in Pakistan 
because the ruling elites of Pakistan continue to govern the country in the colonial tradition of the 
past.  In the last section certain changes are suggested to make the universities more academically 
competent. 
 
 
Introduction 
 
While the 21st century is only three years ahead; the Pakistani universities still exist in the middle of 
the 19th century -- almost when they were established first in 1858 (the University of Calcutta) by 
the British rulers of India.  Is that too harsh a judgment?  That is upto the reader to decide after going 
through this article.  There are two aspects of the question: first, what were the characteristics of the 
colonial university in British India?  and second, do Pakistani universities share most of these 
characteristics?  These questions are answered in the first two sections.  The third section is entirely 
subjective.  It proposes reforms in the universities which are presented here not as definitive answers 
but as the basis of further questioning.  
 
 
Section - 1  
 
In the Despatch of 1854 the Court of Directors of the East India Company, which effectively ruled 
India by this time, conveyed the order that universities be established in India (Richey 1922:371).  
They were not to be academically prestigious.  Hence it was specified that the examination for 
common degrees was not to be `as difficult as that for the senior Government scholarships' and `the 
standard required should be such as to command respect without discouraging the efforts of 
deserving students' (Ibid 372).  Among the reasons for establishing universities was that many British 
officers felt that the cost of running the administration would decrease if the lower jobs were given to 
Indians.  Moreover, as James Sullivan testified before a Parliamentary Committee in 1832, the 
Indians were alienated from British rule by the fact that they were excluded `from all offices of trust 
and emolument, and from that position in the administration of the country, civil and military, which 
they occupied under their own princes' (Sullivan 1832). Such a large number of respondents agreed 
that, for various reasons, Indians should be educated-- educated to be Westernised -- and employed 
under British superiors that in a letter of 29 September 1830 to Bengal the Directors of the Company 
expressed their `earnest wish and hope' to `see them qualified for situations of higher importance and 
trust' and, for this purpose, to `rely chiefly on their becoming, through a familiarity with European 
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literature and science, imbued with the ideas and feeling of civilized Europe' (In Basu 1952: 303). 
Thus, even before Macaulay had put it in his well known Minute in 1835, British policy was to 
Westernize the Indian elite.  
 
But in England the most prestigious universities, Oxford and Cambridge, were autonomous 
institutions.  They had been established by the Church, by itself a very powerful institution in 
medieval England, and derived their autonomy and prestige from it.  In the nineteenth century too the 
universities were highly elitist and not subordinate to the bureaucracy of the state.  Indeed, Sheldon 
Rothblatt tells us that Cambridge dons did not appeal to the state for funds even if they wanted them 
for fear of losing their independence.  It was not, however, true that they always used their 
independence for the good of society in general or even of the elite. For instance, in the late 
nineteenth century, and even upto the first decade of the present one, Oxbridge gave pride of place to 
the classics.  At Cambridge the question whether Greek was to be optional or compulsory was put to 
the vote in 1905 and `optional Greek was defeated by a margin of approximately five hundred votes' 
(Rothblatt 1968: 254).  But, whether they used it for good or not, this tradition of independence made 
the academics confident; fearless and not subservient to the state.  Such a psychological attitude had 
its negative side, of course.  It could lead to academic snobbery and disdain for societal pressure.  
But its positive side was that academics did not feel powerless, inferior or subordinate to the state's 
functionaries. They could reform themselves -- as they did eventually -- and in their research 
publications they did not feel it necessary to tow the official line.  So, the concept of academic 
freedom grew and flourished.  
 
In India, a conquered country, academic freedom was feared.  Hence the universities were not to be 
governed by academics nor were they completely free of the administrative control, or at least 
influence, of the higher bureaucracy.  Thus the act establishing the University of Calcutta declared 
that the Governor-General would be the chancellor and the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court the 
vice chancellor of the University.  Its fellows would include the Lieutenant Governors of Bengal and 
the North West Provinces, the Bishop of Calcutta and Members of the Supreme Council of India (Act 
No. 11 of 1875 in Richey 1922: 410- 411).  
 
As if this were not enough guarantee to keep the universities entirely under the government's thumb, 
they also lacked both students and faculty in the beginning.  They were merely affiliating bodies on 
the model of the University of London.  This meant that they only took examinations while the actual 
teaching took place in affiliated colleges. The college faculty was part of the civil service with all the 
disadvantages of that status but few of the advantages.  As Irene Gilbert and Edward Shils have 
pointed out, Indian academics have few traditions of autonomy, creating a mentality of subordination 
(Gilbert 1972; Shils 1970).  The advantages: power, high salary, prestige and privileges, which the 
Indian Civil Service and army officers enjoyed, were missing.  Permanance of tenure turned out to be 
a disadvantage as academics had no incentive to do research.  
 
Whether intended or not, the effect of creating state controlled affiliating universities was that 
academics never got the confidence to challenge the government.  Being subordinate members of the 
elitist bureaucracy they mentally accepted its authority; its moral claim to legitimate  exercise of 
power even in matters academic.  In any case, as Shils shows, governors often kept warning 
academics to eschew politics (Shils 1970: 194- 196).  In short, the colonial state had produced a 
colonial university -- one which did not have the psychological, economic, social or legal potential to 
confront the powers that be.  
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Recruitment to the universities -- even when they became teaching universities -- was faulty.  Almost 
all jobs and power were controlled, or at least influenced, by the British bureaucracy.  Indians, 
already in awe of the arbitrary powers of Mughal feudal grandees, now came to be overawed by the 
British district officers.  
 
The aristocratic Indians pined for an officers' uniform and the educated ones for the letters ICS after 
their names. Thus there was a brain drain from higher education to administration.  This, as Edward 
Shils tells us, is still true about India. Says he:  
 

I have not encountered one Indian academic who entered on his career under the 
pressure or the preferences of his elders.  Parents encourage their offspring to enter 
government service, medicine, engineering and law but not university and college 
teaching (Shils 1970: 177).  

 
Insofar as entry to Pakistani universities is concerned, this is probably true even now.  As far as 
colleges are concerned it seems certainly true.  However, some intellectuals and radical minded 
young people, who do not like the bondage of government service, do join the universities in 
Pakistan.  But such people are a mere handful and even they sometimes tend to drift away to Western 
or private universities or NGOs.  
 
The other deleterious effect of over developing the state and conferring such inordinate prestige on 
the ICS was that it became a self-regarding and self-sustaining pressure group.  Thus it remains, even 
today in Pakistan, a powerful opponent of any reformist proposal to make academia so autonomous, 
powerful  or financially better off that its own higher status is undermined.  
 
Worse of all, however, was the psychologically crippling effect this lack of `recognition' -- to use a 
word made current by Fukuyama -- had on brilliant academics.  The brilliant person's `sense of self-
worth and the demand that it be recognized' (Fukuyama 1992: 181) can lead to frustration, anger, 
mortification or dejection.  No wonder, brilliant people either abandoned the academic life; closed 
their minds to outside reality by becoming monastic recluses or wasted their lives in idleness 
consoling themselves by the fact that if the society gave them so little they got some of their own 
back by doing so little work.  
 
All of these were defence-mechanisms but the one of closing the mind is so pervasive that it needs 
more comment.  The academic feels, or professes to feel, that he is a moral mentor - - something of 
the sufi pir (mystic mentor) or a guru.  Being, as it were, in a `sacred' profession he professes to 
despise wealth and power.  Thus many Pakistani academics, and other Pakistanis as well, say that 
academics should not seek the kind of privileges or consumer goods which other members of the elite 
can legitimately seek.  As Shils puts it for India but with equal relevance for Pakistan:  
 

It [public opinion] respects saintliness -- intermittently -- and it defers to power, but it 
does not respect hard and persistent intellectual work and it shows little concern for 
the conditions under which an academic can be effective.  The tasks of academics 
entail neither the exercise of power nor the practice of saintliness. An atmosphere of 
opinion which admires these is not likely to contribute to the well-being and 
fruitfulness of a profession which involves neither of these.  This state of opinion 
which derogates the academic profession helps to confirm itself, and it produces no 
positive results (Shils 1970: 173-174).  
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Such an attitude -- the `saint syndrome' as I call it --does not lead to academics becoming any 
different from other people but it does make them more hypocritical and more frustrated than others. 
Moreover, the academic profession is unable to attract able young people.  
 
Another characteristic of the colonial university was that it was supposed to teach and not to conduct 
research.  The faculty was seen, and saw itself, as teachers.  Indeed, the term academic was never in 
use, nor is it still in common use, in South Asia.  The major reason for this seems to be that in the 
nineteenth century English universities were teaching, rather than research, oriented institutions.  
Only German universities emphasized research. James Morgan Hart, a visitor from America to 
Germany, commented thus on the German professor:  

 
The professor is not a teacher, in the English sense of the term; he is a specialist.  He 
is not responsible for the success of his hearers.  He is responsible only for the quality 
of his instruction. His duty begins and ends with himself (Hart 1874: 22).  

 
But the Oxbridge professor was a teacher and not necessarily a scholar in 1874 when this was 
written.  In India the professorial title was further devalued, more than it ever was in England, 
because college lecturers appropriated it.  This degradation of the professoriate too had political 
implications.  
 
Teachers, however influential among their students, have no influence with the educated public. They 
merely disseminate the knowledge produced by others without doing creative, original research 
themselves.  Scholars, on the other hand, produce knowledge. They are recognized to be highly 
erudite and intelligent in society in general.  They can, especially if they choose to, have much 
influence and are looked upon with admiration if their work is sufficiently impressive.  Teachers, 
therefore, could not have the intellectual prestige to stand up to the raj's bureaucracy whereas 
scholars could.  Thus, whether it was planned or not, the result of filling colleges and universities 
with teachers rather than prestigious scholars was that the raj had little to fear from the Indian 
academia.  
 
Higher education, then, was a depressed sector of the society -- a sector which had never been 
allowed to take off.  Did it take off then when British rule ended in 1947 and Pakistan, a country 
carved out of British India with a majority of Muslims, emerged on the map of the world?  Let us 
turn to the next section for the answer.  
 
 
Section - 2  
 
First, let us sum up a few facts about Pakistani universities.  Pakistan started with just one university, the 
Punjab University, at its creation and now there are 25 in the public sector and 10 in the private one (see 
Annexure A).  The following figures indicate the size of the sector of higher education in 1998:  
 
Table 1: 
Types of institutions Number of institutions Number ofstudents  
Colleges 789 830,000 
Professional College 161 150,969 
Public university 25 71,819 
Private university 10  
Source: [Economic Survey 1997: Table 14:1, p. 115] 
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For the purposes of this article let us only focus attention on the public-sector universities.  The 
colleges are very much as colleges were in India : sub-standard, bureaucratic, government controlled, 
poor and inefficient.  The universities are sometimes better than colleges but do not compare well 
with good Western universities.  Indeed, some of the newer universities, established for political 
appeasement, do not compare even with the best colleges in Pakistan.  
 
First, let us take the question of government control.  
 
 
Government Control  
 
As in colonial times the chancellor is still a high state functionary.  For the provincial universities, he 
is the governor of the province; for the three federal ones, the President of Pakistan.  The vice 
chancellor is always his nominee which, in practice, means that the bureaucrats of the ministries of 
education have a major say in deciding who he or she will be. While the provincial, or federal, 
governments exercise administrative control over university affairs, financial control is exercised 
through the centre which provides funds through the University Grants Commission first established 
in 1974.  In short, governmental influence has increased since British times because at that time, the 
only controlling body was the provincial government.  Now three separate sets of bureaucrats are 
involved: the provincial bureaucracy; the federal bureaucracy and the University Grants 
Commission's bureaucracy.  While control has become more diversified and red-tapism has 
multiplied, responsibility has become diffused.  In the words of a World Bank report of 1990 which 
is still valid:  

 
This divorce of administrative from financial responsibility means that neither 
federal, nor provincial, nor university authorities can be held to account for the 
overall management of the university system.  Especially in an environment where 
tough decisions are required, nothing significant can be accomplished to improve the 
universities until this duality of management control is ended (World Bank 1990: Vol 
1, p. 15).  

 
That is why one finds provincial governments passing orders about increasing student intake in order 
to please their voters while no new budget to create facilities for the new students is ever given by 
the federal Ministry of Finance.  What these bureaucratic hurdles mean for the faculty is that there is 
more delay, more humiliation and more frustration.  An application for funds for research or travel 
abroad to read out a paper in a seminar used to go directly from the university's bureaucracy -- by 
itself a major hurdle -- to the relevant Ministry of Education.  Now it goes from there to the UGC 
which sends it on to the Higher Research Wing.  From there it may go to the Ministry of Finance and 
then back to the Ministry of Education which issues the No Objection Certificate for travel abroad 
when funds are involved.  In the case of research it comes back to the UGC which issues money bit 
by bit, in trickles and driblets, for the project.  A self-respecting academic thinks twice before going 
through this time consuming and humiliating experience.  The powerlessness of the academic, which 
the colonial bureaucracy had ensured, has only increased in half a century of Pakistan's existence.  
 
Secondly, the universities are ruled by the syndicate.  In British times, as we have noted earlier, the 
senate and the syndicate was dominated by high government officials. This has not changed because 
an average public sector universities' decision-making body has the following official as ex-officio 
members: 
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Vice Chancellor {a nominee of the Chancellor)  
One or more members of the provincial or federal legislature. 
One or more members of the senate.  
High or Supreme Court chief justice.  
Provincial or federal Secretary of the Ministry of Education.  
A nominee of the UGC.  
A Dean nominated by the Chancellor.  
A religious leader, a woman and two or three eminent people nominated by the Chancellor 
(Handbooks of universities).  

 
The only academics are those elected from among assistant professors, lecturers or associate 
professors as the case may be.  Members nominated by the chancellor, who is always the governor or 
the president of the country, can hardly be expected not to tow the official line.  The ex-officio 
members are, of course, functionaries of the state.  Thus, the voices of the academics will be 
ineffectual even if they choose to take independent stands which, under the circumstances, can only 
be rare.  In short, then, as far as governmental control is concerned, Pakistani universities still 
function like their colonial predecessors.  
 
 
Poverty  
 
The colonial universities were poor, though much richer than colonial schools and colleges, as are the 
Pakistani ones.  The public expenditure on education now is only 2.54 per cent of the GNP which 
came to 64.503 billion rupees in 1996-97 (Economic Survey 1997: Table 14.4, p. 117).  The military 
expenditure, on the other hand, is around 7 per cent of the GNP or $ 26 per capita (Haq 1997: 83).  
 
The year 1987 is used as a benchmark because, as the economist Shahrukh Rafi Khan points out, `the 
change in education allocations towards higher education and away from primary education started in 
1980-81' (Khan 1991: 211). Indeed, whereas in 1980-81 the university got 9.94 per cent of the budget 
on education, from 1987 it rose to 10.88 and stood at 15.19 per cent in 1990.  Whether this shift in 
allocation is justified or not -- and Khan argues it is not because it has low social returns and is at the 
expense of primary schooling (Khan 1991) -- the point is that it should have made the universities 
better.  That it has signally failed to do because much of this money has gone into opening new 
universities out of political pressure.  In 1987 there were 22 universities in the public sector whereas 
now, in 1997, there are 25 (Economic Survey 1997:Table 13.1 p. 205).  Out of these, some are white 
elephants which cost exorbitant amounts to build but were not equipped for standard academic work.  
The Shah Abdul Latif University in Khairpur, according to Pervez Hoodbhoy, is built with such 
defective material that nearly 30 buildings were abandoned before they could be used (hoodbhoy 
1997). Money has been lost in these new universities but not in improving the standards of existing 
ones.  All of the private universities, except the Agha Khan University and the Lahore University of 
Management Sciences (LUMS), were also established after 1987 (see Annexure B).  The government 
also gives grants to private universities.  According to available figures 12 million rupees were 
granted to the Agha Khan University between 1991-1994 while the share of LUMS in government 
grants increased by 40.115 per cent during the same period (UGC 1994: 520).  
 
The actual increase in the development budgets of the universities was uneven and not even enough 
to cover inflation in the nineties:  
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Table 2: 
Year Total Development budget to the universities  
1990-91 321.274 (million rupees)  
1991-92 256.448 ( "         "  )  
1992-93 163.266 ( "         "  )  
1993-94 129.099 ( "         "  )  
1994-95 245.465 ( "         "  )  
1995-96 212.979 ( "         "  )  
1996-97 222.219 ( "         "  )  
Source: G-Grants -XLS 11 November 1996: AGPR's office. Also in UGC. 
 
Another indication is cost per student obtained by dividing the recurring expenditure by the total number 
of students. The following figures are available about this in some of the better known general 
universities:  
 
Table 3: 
University  1985-86 1986-87 1992-93 1996-97  
Punjab 13,050 14,886 16,745 20,128  
Sindh 22,279 27,376 18,980 11,986  
Peshawar   8,623   9,560 11,089 11,315  
Karachi 10,679 12,182 11,313 20,190  
Balochistan 14,432 14,503 14,980 13,278  
BZU Multan 15,995 18,911 15,231 18,506  
QAU 37,430 34,179 34,603 39,682  
Source: UGC Handbook 1994: 518. Others figures were supplied by UGC. 
 
If these figures are adjusted for inflation with the 1985-86 figures as the base then, at the 1985 prices, the 
real cost per student is:  
 
Table 4: 
University  1985-86 1986-87 1992-93 1996-97 
Punjab 13,050 14,242   9,350 7,093  
Sindh 22,279 26,192 10,597 4,223.5  
Peshawar   8,623   9.146.5   6,191.5 3,987  
Karachi 10,679 11,655   6,316.5 7,114  
Baluchistan 14,432 13,875.8   8,364 4,678.8  
BZU Multan 15,995 18,093   8,504 6,521  
QAU 37,430 32,700 19.320 13,982.8 
Source: (UGC 1987: 518 for 1992-93. Other figures were obtained from the UGC whose help is gratefully 

acknowledged)  
 
These figures indicate that, in real terms, all universities have seen a massive decrease in expenditure per 
student per year. 
 
It is no wonder that, despite the massive subsidization of higher education, (Khan 1991 & Pasha 1995), 
the universities remain poor.  The campuses are often large, with plenty of space per student, as the World 
Bank Report referred to in the notes brings out (World Bank 1990: Vol. 11, pp. 199-120), but only 
because the faculties have not expanded.  The Quaid-i-Azam University of Islamabad, meant to be a 
premier institution when established in 1967, does not have many subjects thought essential in a 
university -- linguistics, sociology, philosophy, political science, astronomy, cognitive sciences, 
archaeology, literature and so on.  The libraries are sub-standard with very few journals, almost no system 
of borrowing theses from foreign or even Pakistani universities, no data bases and insufficient books.  The 
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libraries are not computerized nor do they provide research material to the reader.  The class rooms, nor 
indeed the offices of the faculty, are air conditioned and even such basic facilities as fax, e-mail, 
photocopying machines, computers and microfiche readers are either missing or in short supply.  Not all 
of these inadeqacies arise because of pecuniary constraints, however.  Some exist only because university 
administrators, not being competent scholars themselves, do not spend funds on research facilities.  
 
 
Quality of Academics  
 
As in British times, Pakistani universities are staffed by people who are not among the best and the 
brightest to begin with.  A number of high achievers among students, especially middle class ones, are 
still attracted to the civil service because it gives one the power to manipulate the system for personal 
gains.  Among the gains are illegal ways of obtaining money, favours and hidden benefits from the state. 
In a society where even legitimate rights and routine services cannot be obtained without using one's 
connections (i.e. somebody's influence) or bribing somebody, it is understandable that young people 
would be attracted to the civil bureaucracy.  As for upper class students, or those who are lucky enough to 
get scholarships, they go to study abroad and generally settle down there because the affluent lifestyles 
they are used to cannot be supported by the salaries the universities offer.  
 
Thus, to begin with, universities do not get the best human material.  Then, no incentives are offered for 
improvement.  For all practical purposes, once one is hired one is not removed -- at least for academic 
incompetence.  The World Bank sums up the situation as follows:  

 
Remuneration based on performance, a central motivating factor in most national systems 
of higher education and research, is an unknown concept in Pakistani higher education. 
Similarly, for practical purposes, promotions are based entirely on seniority, although in 
the universities there are also stated minimum requirements for articles published during 
the requisite period before promotion can be given (World Bank 1990: Vol.1, p.16).  

 
The number of required articles is abysmally low: 5 to be promoted from assistant professor to associate 
professor and 8 for a full professorship.  The UGC does stipulate that these papers should be published in 
reputable journals but no criterion of the journal is laid down.  In practice, then, papers published in 
newspapers, magazines and sub-standard journals are accepted.  Most Pakistani journals are neither 
anonymously refereed nor are they on any internationally known academic index.  Thus, even if the UGC 
criteria are followed, the kind of people who get professorships in Pakistani universities are not 
academically sound.  
 
 
Other Problems 
 
Other problems which plague the universities are : the system of evaluation is stereotyped, memory-
based, corruptible and stagnant; the universities are often closed because of student unrest; student unions 
are highly politicized and violent; graduates of universities lack the necessary skills for employment and 
so on.  All of these problems have been addressed by researchers.  The problems of the examination 
system have been recognized since its inception. In India too a large number of reports, beginning with 
the Report of the University Education Commission (1948), have reiterated that it needs major changes 
(Zachariah 1993).  The World Bank Report (1990) and a recent report of the UGC in Pakistan too concern 
the system of examinations (UGC 1977).  After the National Education Policy (1979) the semester 
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system (as followed in the U.S.A) was adopted in Pakistan but it failed. Nowadays it is used in Quaid-i-
Azam University and some departments of other universities.  The semester system is not perfect.  It 
forces the student to keep to a narrow focus because some test is always imminent.  In the hands of an 
unfair examiner it is blatantly unfair and, worst of all, it makes students prefer courses in which they can 
get high marks rather than the academically tougher ones.  However, having just one three-hour 
examination at the end of year which tests little more than memorization is not a good alternative either. 
In the hands of really competent academics, one hopes, all systems would work well.  
 
As for violence on the campus and the closure of the universities as a consequence of it, Hafiz Pasha and 
Ashraf Wasti calculate that it is unacceptably costly. The students who should have been in the job market 
lag behind and the time lost can be equated with money lost.  Thus a delay of two years in the production 
of graduates causes a loss of 332 million rupees in social costs (Pasha and Wasti 1993: 17).   
 
As for violence on the campus, the World Bank Report takes a view which, though counter-intuitive at 
first sight, seems to be nearer truth than the view that if student unions were banned all would be well.  
This view is:  

............campus unrest is probably first and foremost attributable to raging student 
frustration with the deeply unsatisfactory nature of the educational experience and with 
the often dubious prospects of suitable employment thereafter.  The intrusion of partisan 
politics into academic life is only an exacerbating factor (World Bank 1990: Vol. 1, p. 3).  

 
In short, if the universities were better and the job-market more just, there would have been no (or less) 
unrest. This brings us back to where we started from -- the universities are bad.  They are fossils from the 
age of British colonialism. And day by day they become less and less fit to serve the needs of an ever- 
expanding population trying to enter the twenty first century.  The question, then, is whether anything, 
and if so what, can be done to improve them?  
 
 
Section 3  
 
There are many suggestions about reforming the universities. Let us, however, take the gist of the 
essential reforms, as articulated in the World Bank Report (1990) which was commissioned by the 
government of Pakistan itself.  Essentially the reforms are along the following lines:  
1. Creation of apex bodies for giving and implementing overall policies.  
2. Removing the universities from direct provincial and central control by making them independent 

institutions under a Board of Trustees.  
3. Removal of subsidies to students' residential accommodation and increase in tuition fees between 

35 to 45 per cent of the present ratio (World Bank 1990: Vol 1, 46-65).  
 
This kind of power structure is an impediment for the development of the universities in many ways.  
First, the powerful bureaucracy does not want to reduce its power. Thus, despite all the reports the public 
has paid for, the hold of the government remains as strong as it was before. Second, the level of spending 
on the armed forces and the bureaucracy would have to be curtailed and the savings diverted to the 
universities if they are to be brought up to internationally acceptable standards.  This, neither the armed 
forces nor the mandarins of the bureaucracy are prepared to accept.  Third, the very red tapism, 
unresponsiveness and corruption of the system makes it necessary to possess power or know people who 
do so.  This is the major attraction of the bureaucracy and the military.  If the system becomes just, 
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transparent and impersonal -- as Western bureaucracies are in most public dealings -- there would be little 
incentive for bright people to join the bureaucracy.  These people would then be available to universities.  
 
However, they would still be attracted to big business which pays more than universities all over the 
world.  This is a problem in Western countries too but universities do attract people who want enough 
time to pursue their own agendas of research; enjoy lecturing and interaction with informed peers and 
students and enjoy the security (after getting tenure) of university professorships.  Besides, the 
universities are prestigious and being part of the faculty of a good university is a badge of distinction.  So, 
for psychological reasons too (i.e for `recognition'), distinguished scholars  and intellectually inclined 
young people are attracted to universities.  These, then, are the factors which should operate in Pakistan 
too.  But bringing about changes in the political system is a tall order. No powerful group can be expected 
to relinquish its own power.  Thus, if changes are to take place, they must come from the pressure of 
public opinion -- in this case, the informed opinion of educated Pakistanis. That better institutions, even in 
the public sector, can be created is suggested by the fact that the Indian Institutes of Technology are much 
better than other Indian institutions of higher learning.  In these institutions financial investment is high; 
the faculty is research-oriented; government representation on decision-making bodies is minimal and 
there is a sense of pride in the institution (Indireson & Nigam 1993: 334-364).  
 
The opening up of the private universities will not make the public universities better.  Indeed, they will 
attract the best faculty and the best students and bring about further degeneration in the public 
universities.  Besides, these universities focus almost exclusively on job-oriented subjects -- M.B.A, 
engineering, medicine and computer technology [Annexure B] -- neglecting most others.  This means that 
our pool of original thinkers, opinion-makers, producers of basic theories in the natural and social 
sciences will be further diminished.  In other words, as before, we shall keep turning to the West for our 
philosophy, our history, our social sciences and even the basic natural sciences.  
 
The answer, then, lies in making the general universities in the public sector more efficient.  The 
following specific proposals are offered here:  
 
 
Faculty 
 
1. Lecturers should be recruited after a series of examinations, tests and interviews.  One part of the 

examination may be the present civil service examination but the other part should test the 
specific subject the candidate will specialize in later.  The tests should comprise lectures and 
seminars and the short-listed candidates should be interviewed in the end. 

2. These young recruits should be sent to good universities all over the world to acquire Ph.Ds. Our 
own Ph.D should be held in abeyance till we have all the required research facilities and better 
faculty.  

3. The promotion criteria and salaries of the faculty should be as follows: 
 
Salary   Requirements for Entry    Total Income  
Lecturer   Highest marks in a series of competitive  20,000  
   examinations  
Assistant Professor Ph.D + 10 publications    30,000 
Assistant Professor Ph.D + 20 publications    50,000  
Professor  Ph.D + 50 publications    70,000  
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Those who are unable to publish 10 papers should be removed from the faculty and absorbed in other 
jobs. However, once an academic becomes an associate professor he/she should have a permanent tenure.  
Promotion, however, must be denied to those who do not have 50 publications in refereed journals on 
international indexes. The salaries given here are higher than the bureaucracy and the military in order to 
attract bright people. This proportion should be maintained when the salaries of the bureaucracy increase. 
Thus, academics should be among the best paid people in the country. But `income' here means all the 
goods and services a person enjoys.  Thus cars, free telephone, orderlies, subsidised houses, subsidised 
plots of land, accommodation after retirement are all included in `income' here.  In this context, I would 
argue that these things should be monetised in all services and academics should get more, not less, than 
other public-sector employees.  The actual use of staff cars etc should be restricted to ministers and some 
other top state functionaries only.  
 
4. Make faculty members' promotion and emoluments dependent upon peer review of faculty 

publications, student evaluation and `income-earning scholarly activities' in fields in which 
contract-research is possible.  

5. Most people also agree that new universities should not be opened till there is money to invest in 
them. Some, like Pervez Hoodbhoy, have often argued that the number of universities should be 
reduced.  

 
 
Autonomy  
 
Universities should be governed by Boards of Governors which should have nobody from the 
bureaucracy or the military on them. However, a representative of the legislature and the higher judiciary 
may be included.  The rest of the governors must be intellectuals, scholars, businessmen and eminent 
journalists.  
 
The governors should elect the chancellor who must not be a state functionary.  The professors of the 
university  shoud elect the vice chancellor, out of people with recognized academic standing, who should 
hold office for a specific term. This would be a considerable departure from current practices but such a 
departure was made by the Sarkar Committee (1946) when it set up the Indian Institutes of Technology in 
1946.  In the IITs of India, contrary to ordinary practice in Indian universities, the Board of Governors 
and Senate do not have any government official or politician.  However, the President of India has powers 
as a Visitor of each Institute (Indireson & Nigam 1993: 335).  
 
Members of the faculty should not be controlled, financially or otherwise, by the government.  
Requirements of NOCs must be done away with and funds for research and visits abroad should be given 
by appropriate committees within universities.  
 
 
Finance 
 
The universities must charge higher fees, produce their own resources, undertake contract research and 
generate resources in other ways. However, the state should invest heavily in them in a way which does 
not compromise their autonomy.  
 
The exact structure of fees must be left at the discretion of individual universities. However, a look at the 
fees structure of the public and the private universities will help.  
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Table 5: 
University  Fees per year    Hostel charges  
Punjab* 1,500 - 2,500  168-204 (per academic year)  
QAU 7,970  2,460 (per semester)  
Agha Khan 130,000  1500 per month (excluding food)  
LUMS* 157,000  2,600 per month (excluding food) 
GIK 150,000  Hostel charges are included 
   and food costs between 2000 
   to 3000 per month  
Source: * = Information for these universities is from UGC 1984. The rest is  from recent field research.  
 
In India, in a book published in 1993, the expenditure per year in a typical engineering college was $ 700 
per year.  In the Indian Institutes of Technology, however, it was $ 2,500 per year.  But, considering that 
this cost comes to $ 12,000 in the U.K and $ 20,000 in the U.S.A, the IITs are cost-efficient (Indireson & 
Nigam 1993: 339).  
 
Admittedly the fees of Pakistani private universities is clearly out of the income range of the ordinary 
Pakistani but, according to the information provided by the UGC, in LUMS `about 50 per cent of students 
are getting some form of financial assistance (UGC 1994: 453).  At the Agha Khan University, financial 
assistance `consists of a loan or remission of a part of the tuition fees' (Ibid 462).  If some such scheme -- 
that of granting loans as practiced in many countries of the world (Psacharopoulos & Woodhall 1985: 
153-159) -- is put in practice the tuition fees can be increased.  Scholarships, paid by the state, could also 
be given to poor students as in the case of European welfare states.  Other resources must come from 
business, ownership of property and endowments.  
 
 
Conclusion  
 
If these steps are taken the universities can be improved.  Upon this improvement lies, to a great extent, 
the future of a country which has both benefited and suffered from colonialism.  The benefit come from 
the fact that the idea of democracy, if not democratic institutions, were in place half a century ago when 
the British departed.  Modern ideas, science, technology and the idea of education on scientific, secular 
lines was a familiar one even if medieval habits persisted.  But there were negative legacies too: the 
bureaucracy was too strong, too autocratic, too prestigious.  The civil society was ignored while the state 
and its functionaries prospered.  Academia was marginalized and ignored.  Knowledge came from the 
West; it was memorized and regurgitated while medieval thought patterns persisted.  To change all this, to 
build on the base left to us by our colonial experience, we should build up our universities -- not only the 
survival of technology but that of liberal democracy depends upon this.  
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Annex A  
 
 
The Number of Universities from 1947-1997 
Year Number  
1947-48 2 
1959-60 4 
1961-62 6 
1966-67 7 
1971-72 8 
1974-75 10 
1975-76 12 
1977-78 15 
1980-81 19 
1981-82 20 
1984-85 22 
1991-92 23 
1993-94 24 
1996-97 25 
Source: Table 13.1 in Economic Survey 1996-97 (Islamabad: Government of Pakistan, Finance Division, 

Economic Adviser's Wing, 1997), 205.  
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Annex B 
 
 

List of Private universities 
 Name        Year Established  
 
1. Agha Khan University (Karachi) 1983 
 
2. Lahore University of Management Sciences 1985 
 
3. Hamdard University (Karachi) 1991 
 
4. Ghulam Ishaque Khan Institute of Science 1992 
 and Technology (Topi)  
 
5. Al-Khair University, Azad Kashmir 1994  
 
6. Sir Syed Unviersity of Engineering 1995 
 and Technology (Karachi) 
 
7. Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto Institute 1995 
 of Science and Technology (Karachi) 
 
8. Zia ud Din Medical University (Karachi) 1995 
 
9. Baqai Medical University (Karachi) 1996 
 
10. Indus Valley School of Art and 1994 
 Architecture (Karachi) 


